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Efficacy and safety evaluation of benzalkonium
chloride preserved eye-drops compared with
alternatively preserved and preservative-free eye-
drops in the treatment of glaucoma: a systematic
review and meta-analysis
Anne Hedengran ,1,2 Alvilda T Steensberg,2 Gianni Virgili ,3

Augusto Azuara-Blanco ,4 Miriam Kolko 1,2

ABSTRACT
Background/aims This systematic review compared
the efficacy and safety of benzalkonium chloride (BAK)-
preserved eye-drops with alternatively preserved (AP) and
preservative-free (PF) eye-drops.
Methods PubMed, EMBASE and MEDLINE were
searched for randomised controlled trials in June and
October 2019. Study selection, data extraction and risk of
bias assessment were made by two independent
reviewers using the Cochrane Handbook. Studies on
prostaglandin analogue or beta-blocker eye-drops and
patients with glaucoma or ocular hypertension were
included. Primary outcome was change in intraocular
pressure (IOP). Secondary outcomes were safety measures
as assessed in original study.
Results Of 433 articles screened, 16 studies were
included. IOP meta-analysis was conducted on 13 studies
(4201 patients) ranging from 15 days to 6 months. No
significant differences between BAK versus PF and AP
were identified (95% CI −0.00 to 0.30 mm Hg, p=0.05).
Meta-analyses revealed no differences between BAK
versus AP and PF with regards to conjunctival hyperaemia
(risk ratio (RR) 1.05, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.22, 3800 patients,
9 studies), ocular hyperaemia (RR 1.31, 95% CI 0.96 to
1.78, 2268 patients, 5 studies), total ocular adverse
events (RR 1.03, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.20, 1906 patients, 5
studies) or tear break-up time (mean difference 0.89,
95% CI −0.03 to 1.81, 130 patients, 3 studies). Diverse
reporting on safety measures made comparison
challenging. Risk of bias was assessed as high or unclear
in many relevant domains, suggesting potential selective
reporting or under-reporting.
Conclusion No clinically significant differences on
efficacy or safety could be determined between BAK
versus AP and PF. However, there were substantial
uncertainties on safety.
PROSPERO registration number
CRD42019139692

INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma is highly associated with increased
intraocular pressure (IOP) and progression is
haltered by lowering IOP, which is most often
done with administration of eye-drops. Since
glaucoma is a chronic disease, the administration

will for most patients be lifelong. Currently,
prostaglandin analogues, beta-blockers, carbonic
anhydrase inhibitors, alpha-agonists and in some
countries rho kinase inhibitors are available with
prostaglandin analogues being the most fre-
quently prescribed IOP-lowering preparations.1

To prolong the duration of bottle-use, prevent
contamination and allow multidose bottles,
most eye-drops contain preservatives. Concerns
about the use of preservatives, however, have
been raised regarding efficacy and safety profile.
Many glaucoma patients experience adverse reac-
tions such as redness, stinging, burning and irri-
tation when administering eye-drops. It is
believed that preservatives may cause damage to
the ocular surface and thus increase side effects
and complications associated with topical glau-
coma treatment. This again may decrease com-
pliance and cause unnecessary progression of
glaucoma. The introduction of preservative-free
(PF) eye-drops has presented an alternative, and
PF eye-drops have shown to cause fewer side
effects than preserved drops.2 However, PF
drops are often produced in small single-dose
vials, which for some patients may be challenging
to administer. The cost is often higher than for
preserved eye-drops and more plastic is needed.
Multidose PF eye-drops introduced can eliminate
said challenges. The most commonly used pre-
servative is benzalkonium chloride (BAK). BAK is
thought to inhibit ATP synthesis in mitochondria
by inhibiting mitochondrial complex-1, thereby
inducing cell death.3 Experimental studies have
suggested more damage to the corneal, goblet
and trabecular meshwork cells compared with
alternatively preserved (AP) or PF eye-drops.4–9

Clinically, BAK-preserved eye-dropsmay damage the
ocular surface more than PF and AP eye-drops.10–12

Tessler et al published a systematic review in 2011
addressing the issue on BAK-preserved eye-drops by
assessing both clinical and preclinical studies and
found no reason for concern on efficacy nor safety
profile.13 Since then, several clinical studies have
been conducted.14–25 Due to continuous concerns
regarding BAK-preserved eye-drops, there is a need
for the current systematic review on clinical studies
comparing BAK-preserved, AP and PF eye-drops’
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IOP-lowering effect and safety profile on patients with glaucoma
and ocular hypertension (OHT).

METHODS
The article adheres to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement 12 checklist
for preferred reporting of systematic reviews and meta-analyses.

Eligibility criteria
This systematic review considered randomised controlled trials
(RCTs) that included individuals of all ages diagnosed with glau-
coma or OHT regardless of publication year. Studies compared
BAK-preserved prostaglandin analogue or beta-blocker IOP-
lowering eye-drops or combinations hereof with AP or PF. Only
studies comparing the same active drug were included. Records
not written in Danish or English were excluded.

Search method
Three databases (PubMed, EMBASE and MEDLINE) were
searched for RCTs regardless of publication year. The following
search terms were used to retrieve relevant studies: (randomised
(Title/Abstract) OR randomized (Title/Abstract) OR randomly
(Title/Abstract) OR trial (Title/Abstract) OR groups (Title/
Abstract) OR clinical (Title/Abstract)) AND (benzalkonium
(Title/Abstract) OR BAC (Title/Abstract) OR BAK (Title/
Abstract)) AND (glaucoma (Title/Abstract) OR ocular hyperten-
sion (Title/Abstract) OROHT (Title/Abstract)). Finally, the refer-
ence lists of all included studies were checked. Two reviewers
(ATS and AH) independently completed the literature search.
The main search was conducted in June 2019 and was followed
up in October 2019.

Study selection
The abstracts of the records were read by two independent review
authors (ATS and AH) and classified as ‘relevant’, ‘possibly rele-
vant’ or ‘not relevant’. All relevant or possibly relevant articles
were read full length and included or excluded. Following any
disagreements, a third author was asked to arbitrate.

Data collection/extraction
The following data were extracted from the studies: (1) the name
of first author, (2) year of publication, (3) trial design, (4) parti-
cipants, (5) drug, (6) compared preservation, (7) outcomes and
(8) study duration. Our primary outcome was mean change in
IOP from baseline to final follow-up. The summary measure-
ments were presented as mean difference (MD) and SD.
Secondary outcomes included, when reported and as reported
in original study, adverse events (AEs), effect on ocular surface
and any measures of visual acuity, disease progression, quality of
life, patient preference, adherence, need to stop or change treat-
ment and patient-reported outcomes.

Missing data
Corresponding authors of included studies were contacted by
email regarding missing data on outcomes and risk of bias. If no
reply was received or no further information could be supplied
the initial assessments withstood.

Risk of bias assessment
The quality of all included studies was evaluated individually
by two independent review authors (ATS and AH). The
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic reviews tool was used
to assess the risk of bias. Bias was assessed as low, unclear or

high risk. Following any disagreements, a third author was
asked to arbitrate. The following rules were applied; double-
masked studies were considered low risk of bias regarding
performance and detection bias. Investigator-masked studies
were considered high risk regarding detection bias on
patient-reported outcomes. If masking was not mentioned,
we assumed no masking had taking place and considered
performance and detection bias as high risk. If no registered
protocol was mentioned or protocol could not be retrieved,
reporting bias was considered high risk. In included cross-
over studies, carry over was not suspected and allocation
concealment was considered low risk since all participants
used both BAK and comparator eye-drops.

Data synthesis
A meta-analysis of the primary outcome (change of IOP) was
planned per protocol, and a random effect inverse variance meta-
analysis to pool data was used. A difference of ≥2mm Hg was
considered clinically significant.Meta-analyses on secondary out-
comes were performed when possible post hoc. Subgroup ana-
lyses on AP and PF versus BAK were performed for each meta-
analysis. Remaining differences in secondary outcomes between
eye-drops were assessed descriptively.
The following data manipulation or imputation was needed in

the meta-analysis of the primary outcome. When only baseline
and final mean IOP were given, we computed the change as their
difference; the SD of the change from baseline was computed
using the SD of baseline and final data assuming their correlation
was moderately high (0.75). When diurnal IOP curves were
available, we extracted the median value. Meta-analyses were
conducted using Stata V.16.1 software (StataCorp). Two small
cross-over studies were used as parallel studies in meta-analyses.

RESULTS
Characteristics of the studies
The literature search identified 433 articles. After removal of
duplicates, 189 articles were screened based on abstracts. Some
159 were excluded due to irrelevance or study design. After full
text evaluation of 30 studies, 16 were included in this systematic
review,14–29 10 compared BAK-preserved to PF eye-drops, 5
compared BAK-preserved and polyquaternium-1 (PQ1)-
preserved eye-drops, 1 compared BAK-preserved and Sofzia-
preserved eye-drops. Descriptions of studies, participants and
outcome measurements are presented in table 1.

Risk of bias
Risk of bias assessment is outlined in figure 1 as low, unclear and
high risk. A detailed risk of bias assessment has been added as
online supplementary table.Most studies had unclear and high risk
in several domains: random sequence generation was unclear in 9
studies; allocation concealment was unclear 12 studies; high risk
of bias regarding masking of participant and personnel as well as
masking of AE outcome was observed in 7 studies; risk of selective
reporting bias was unclear in 1 and high in 9 studies. There was
low risk of bias regarding incomplete outcome data and masking
of participant and personnel as well as masking of IOP outcome.
We had no concerns regarding bias domains that are specific for
cross-over studies. Carry over was not suspected in the two cross-
over studies due to sufficient wash-out and treatment period.

Intraocular pressure
Table 2 presents data on IOP. Figure 2 presents the meta-analysis
for change in IOP from baseline to final visit. In the meta-analysis
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based on 13 studies (4201 patients) the difference in IOP change
between the BAK group and the comparator group (AP and PF
combined) was not statistically significant (MD 0.15mmHg, 95%
CI −0.00 to 0.30mm Hg, p=0.05). The difference was less than
the prespecified threshold of 2mm Hg and was not considered
clinically relevant. There was no important heterogeneity in the
meta-analysis (I2: 22%). A subgroup analysis comparing PF and
BAK found no significant difference (95% CI −0.18 to 0.39mm
Hg, p=0.48, I2: 37%). Comparing BAK and AP, BAK-lowered IOP
0.20mm Hg more than AP (CI 0.04 to 0.35, p=0.01, I2: 0%).

Conjunctival hyperaemia
Potentially, different definitions were adopted in studies since
some differentiated conjunctival and ocular hyperaemia. Meta-
analysis on conjunctival hyperaemia is presented in figure 3.
Conjunctival hyperaemia was reported in nine studies (3800
patients) with a prevalence of 14.9% in BAK group and 14.2%
in the comparator group which was not significantly different
(risk ratio (RR) 1.05, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.22, p=0.50, I2: 0%).
Subgroup analysis showed no significant differences between
BAK versus PF (RR: 1.03, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.26, p=0.73, I2:
24%) or BAK versus AP (RR: 1.14, 95% CI 0.72 to 1.82,
p=0.57, I2: 0%). Aptel and Rouland evaluated hyperaemia
using McMonnie grading. Day and Goldberg graded by compar-
ing with standard photographs. The remaining studies did not
report using of standardised grading.

Ocular hyperaemia
Ocular hyperaemia was reported in five studies (2268 patients)
with a frequency of 7.7% in the BAK group and 5.7% in the
comparator group. In a meta-analysis, the difference was not
statistically significant (RR: 1.31, 95% CI 0.96 to 1.78,
p=0.08, I2: 0%). Subgroupmeta-analyses revealed no differences
between BAK versus PF (RR: 4.17, 95% CI 0.47 to 37.19,
p=0.20, 327 patients, I2: 0%) and BAK versus AP (RR: 1.28,
CI 0.94 to 1.75, p=0.12, 1941 patients, I2: 0%). Aptel evaluated
hyperaemia by using Oxford grading. Kitazawa and Peace graded
by comparing with standard photographs. The remaining studies
did not report using standardised grading.

Ocular AEs
Total ocular AEs were reported in five studies (1906 patients)
with a frequency of 24.5% in the BAK group and 23.12% in the
comparator group. In a meta-analysis, the difference was not
statistically significant (RR: 1.03, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.20,
p=0.69, I2: 0%). Subgroupmeta-analyses revealed no differences
between BAK versus PF (RR: 1.04, 95%CI 0.89 to 1.21, p=0.66,
1800 patients, I2: 0%) and BAK versus AP (RR: 0.83, 95% CI
0.24 to 2.92, p=0.77, 106 patients, I2: 0%).
The AEs reported in the different studies varied. Day and

Goldberg reported conjunctival hyperaemia, pruritus, keratitis,
foreign body sensation and dry eyes. Goldberg further
reported hyperpigmentation, pain and irritation, eyelashgrowth

Table 1 Overview of characteristics for each study

Author
Year of
publication

Trial
design

Participants

Drug

Compared
preservation
methods

Outcome
Study
durationN Disease Primary Secondary

Akçay19 2014 RCT 44 OAG Travoprost PQ1/BAK ΔIC OSDI; Shirmers test; TBUT 6 months

Aptel22 2016 RCT, CO 30 POAG, OHT Latanoprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA; VF; global tolerance;
bioavailability

6 weeks
X 2

Aptel25 2019 RCT 242 OAG, OHT Latanoprost
/timolol

PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA; VF; local tolerance

84 days

Cordeiro20 2015 RCT 561 Glaucoma, OHT Bimatoprost/
timolol

PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy 12 weeks

Day16 2013 RCT 597 OHT, OAG,
CACG*

Bimatoprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy 12 weeks

Gandolfi14 2011 RCT 371 OAG, OHT Travoprost PQ1/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE 3 months

Goldberg18 2014 RCT 561 OHT, OAG Bimatoprost/
timolol

PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy 12 weeks

Gross26 2008 RCT 109 OAG, OHT Travoprost SofZia/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE 15 days

Hamacher27 2008 RCT, CO 43 OAG; OHT Tafluprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA; VF

4 weeks
X 2

Kitazawa28 2011 RCT 388 OAG, OHT Travoprost/
timolol

PQ1/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA

6 weeks

Kumar24 2018 RCT 46 POAG Latanoprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Hyperaemia; TBUT 84 days

Lewis29 2007 RCT 690 OAG, OHT Travoprost PQ1/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA; VF

3 months

Peace21 2015 RCT 864 OAG, OHT Travoprost PQ1/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
funduscopy; BCVA; VF

3 months

Rouland17 2013 RCT 404 POAG, OHT Latanoprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Patient-reported AE; biomicroscopy;
general tolerance

3 months

Stevens15 2012 RCT 28 OHT Timolol PF/BAK ΔAC-flare ΔIOP 1 month

Tokuda23 2017 RCT 40 POAG Tafluprost PF/BAK ΔIOP Corneal epithelial barrier; TBUT; SPK 3 months

*Treated with iridotomy/iridectomy.
AC-flare, anterior chamber flare; AE, adverse events; BAK, benzalkonium chloride; BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; CACG, chronic angle closure glaucoma; CO, cross over; ΔIOP, change in
intraocular pressure; N, Patient number; OAG, open angle glaucoma; OHT, ocular hypertension; OSDI, Ocular Surface Disease Index; PF, preservative free; POAG, primary open angle glaucoma;
PQ1, polyquarternium-1; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SPK, superficial punctuate keratopathy; TBUT, tear break-up time; VF, visual field.
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and eythema. Aptel reported irritation, pain, allergy, discharge,
conjunctival and ocular hyperaemia, foreign body sensation, ker-
atitis, increased lacrimation and IOP, blepharitis, conjunctival
staining, pruritits, optic disc haemorrhage, papilloma and

reduced visual acuity. Gross reported dry eye, hyperaemia,
keratitis, pain and itching. Rouland did not specify reported
ocular AEs.

Tear break-up time
Tear break-up time (TBUT) was reported in three studies (130
patients). In a meta-analysis, the difference was not statistically
significant (MD 0.89, 95% CI−0.03 to 1.81, p=0.06, I2: 79%).
Subgroup meta-analyses revelaed no differences between
BAK versus PF (MD: 0.50, 95% CI −0.33 to 1.33, p=0.24, 40
patients, one study) and BAK versus AP (RR: 1.11, CI −0.43 to
2.65, p=0.16, 90 patients, I2: 89%). Kumar was inconsistent
with the other studies and reported a significant decrease in
TBUT for BAK (12.0 s at baseline to 8.02 at study end,
(p<0.0001)) but not for PF (11.91 to 11.63 s). Between group
difference was significant (p<0.0001).

Ocular surface and flare
Due to too few studies reporting on the following ocular
surface abnormalities, meta-analyses were not possible.
Keratopathy was assessed by Day and Tokuda. Day reported
3.7% (11/301) keratopathy in the PF group and 6.8%
(20/295) in the BAK group, a non-significant difference
(p=0.086). Tokuda reported a statistically significant decrease
in keratopathy for the PF group (2.3±0.9 area density (AD)
points at baseline to 1.3±1.0 AD points at study end,
p<0.001) but not the BAK group (2.3±1.0 AD points to 2.0
±1.0 AD points, p=0.14) when switching from BAK-
preserved latanoprost to tafluprost eye-drops. Tokuda’s study
showed a statistically significant decrease in fluorescein
uptake in both groups (PF: 107.5±47.3 ng/mL to 91.5
±37.9, p=0.017; BAK: 111.1±54.3 to 90.6±45.8,
p=0.042). Stevens reported that flare increased significantly
in both groups, but the increase was smaller (p=0.0013) in
the PF group compared with the BAK group (PF: 5.29±1.91
ph/ms at baseline to 6.81±3.33 at study end, p=0.008; BAK:
5.65±1.81 to 8.02±3.42, p<0.001). Akcay reported that
impression cytology showed significant harm to the ocular
surface for both PQ1-preserved and BAK eye-drops from
baseline to study end (PQ1: p=0.004; BAK: p=0.003). The
effect, however, was significantly worse for BAK eye-drops
than PQ1-preserved eye-drops (p=0.001).

Hyperpigmentation
Goldberg reported more hyperpigmentation in the PF group
(11/278) compared with BAK (3/282) (p=0.028).

Symptoms
Akcay reported increase in Ocular Surface Disorder Index for
both BAK and PQ1 but significantly worse for BAK (PQ1: 7.1
±0.82 at baseline to 10.7±1.23 at study end, p=0.003; BAK:
6.88±0.68 to 12.6±1.34, p=0.003 (between group difference
p=0.001)). Rouland reported symptoms on instillation for 7.3%
in the PF group and 19.9% in the BAK group (between group
p=0.001). Aptel reported a significantly greater increase in
symptoms on instillation from baseline to study end in the BAK
group compared with PF (increase in 21 vs 12 patients of 110 vs
122 patients experiencing worsening from baseline to study end
on instillation, respectively, p=0.021).

DISCUSSION
The use of BAK in IOP-lowering eye-drops has been suggested to
cause poor tolerability and side effects, which can influence
adherence and disease control. Our systematic review compared

Figure 1 Overview of Risk of Bias Review authors' judgements on each
risk of bias domain for each included study. +=low risk; ?=unclear risk;
-=high risk.
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efficacy and safety of BAK-preserved with AP and PF eye-drops.
A total of 16 studies were included, and the primary outcome
(change in IOP) and some secondary outcomes (conjunctival
hyperaemia, ocular hyperaemia, total ocular AE and TBUT)
were meta-analysed.

Meta-analyses showed no conclusive evidence of differences in
efficacy or safety between BAK, AP and PF eye-drops. IOP was
0.15mm Hg lower in the BAK group than in the comparator
group but this difference was not statistically significant nor
clinically relevant. The tolerability of eye-drops with or without
preservatives was generally reported as good. Lack of statistically
significant differences in AEs should be interpreted with caution
as it could be due to the variability in the reporting of side effects.

The effect of BAK may not be restricted to the cells of the
ocular surface.3 BAK has been found in the optic nerve area of
rabbits when administering BAK-preserved eye-drops,.30 This
could indicate that use of BAK in eye-drops could cause harm to
the retinal ganglion cells. Included studies reporting on the retina
and optic nerve found no change after administration with BAK
nor comparator eye-drops. The studies, however, were con-
ducted over a period of maximum 6months and therefore only
reported a relatively short-term effect of the eye-drops.
Glaucoma is a lifelong disease which for most patients require

lifelong administration of eye-drops. The harmful effect induced
by preserved eye-drops may, therefore, not show itself until later.
The studies included in this systematic reviewhad limitations that

influences the quality of evidence.We assessed risk of bias as high or
unclear in many of the relevant domains (figure 1), and the nine
high risk of selective reporting assessments gave cause for concern
regarding the IOPmeta-analysis. A major problem with combining
the studies in a systematic review was that the studies had different
safety measures or graded them differently. Aptel, Hamacher,
Kitazawa and Peace differentiated between conjunctival and ocular
hyperaemia, which could cause underreporting of conjunctival
hyperaemia compared with studies that only reported on conjunc-
tival hyperaemia possibly combining the two. Furthermore, differ-
ent gradingmethods were used on the same outcomes, for instance,
McMonnie grading of conjunctival hyperaemia. Aptel examined
the effect of BAK and PF travoprost after use of BAK latanoprost
with no wash-out. This again could cause skewed AE reporting.
A standardisedmeasurement guidelinewhen assessing safety of eye-
drops could be warranted to more accurately compare safety. The
meta-analyses performed focused on BAK comparedwith APor PF.
It should be noted that different prostaglandin analogues, beta-
blockers and combinations hereof were included in the analyses.
Furthermore, the studies had varying durations from 15 days

Table 2 Overview of change in IOP for each study

Author Drug

Comparison BAK-preserved

Preservation

Baseline
IOP (SD),
mean mm
Hg

Final IOP
(SD), mean
mm Hg

ΔIOP
(SD), mean
mm Hg N

Baseline
IOP (SD),
mean mm
Hg

Final IOP
(SD), mean
mm Hg

ΔIOP
(SD), mean
mm Hg N

Akçay19 Travoprost PQ1 – – – – – – – –

Aptel22 Latanoprost PF 22.78
(3.48)

16.32
(2.85)

6.46
(2.31)

26 22.72
(3.41)

16.40
(2.91)

6.32
(2.00)

26

Aptel25 Latanoprost/timolol PF 15.60
(2.10)

15.10
(2.40)

0.49
(1.80)

124 15.70
(2.10)

15.20
(2.20)

0.49
(2.25)

112

Cordeiro20 Bimatoprost/timolol PF 24.43
(2.29)

– – – 24.27
(2.23)

– – –

Day
16

Bimatoprost PF 23.83
(2.74)

17.01 (2.74) 6.83
(3.21)

295 23.81
(2.70)

16.83
(2.14)

6.98
(3.26)

291

Gandolfi14 Travoprost PQ1 25.23
(2.35)

17.33
(2.93)

7.97
(1.94)

176 25.77
(2.76)

17.47
(3.53)

8.23
(3.50)

177

Goldberg18 Bimatoprost/timolol PF 24.70
(2.48)

16.13
(2.48)

8.57
(1.75)

256 24.63
(2.39)

16.27
(1.58)

8.36
(1.59)

260

Gross
26

Travoprost Sofzia 25.25
(3.39)

17.95
(3.39)

7.25
(2.40)

54 25.15
(3.19)

17.65
(3.19)

7.55
(2.25)

52

Hamacher27 Tafluprost PF – – – – – – – –

Kitazawa28 Travoprost/timolol PQ1 25.20
(2.48)

17.20 (2.61) 7.87
(1.80)

188 24.97
(2.59)

16.77
(2.55)

8.30
(1.82)

184

Kumar24 Latanoprost PF 25.36
(1.93)

17.26
(1.83)

8.10
(1.33)

23 26.25
(2.69)

16.97
(1.88)

9.28
(1.78)

23

Lewis29 Travoprost PQ1 25.77
(2.48)

17.93
(2.61)

7.83
(1.80)

322 25.90
(2.59)

17.90
(2.55)

8.00
(1.82)

339

Peace21 Travoprost PQ1 25.63
(2.48)

18.50
(2.61)

7.65
(1.80)

436 25.83
(2.59)

18.63
(2.55)

7.75
(1.82)

415

Rouland17 Latanoprost PF 24.10
(1.80)

15.40
(2.30)

8.60
(2.60)

177 24.00
(1.70)

15.00
(2.00)

9.00
(2.40)

153

Stevens15 Timolol PF 22.88
(2.57)

16.50
(2.99)

6.38
(2.00)

26 23.00
(2.57)

16.83
(2.87)

6.17
(1.94)

26

Tokuda23 Tafluprost PF 16.60
(2.50)

15.90
(2.30)

0.70
(1.71)

20 17.00
(2.80)

16.30
(2.40)

0.70
(1.88)

20

BAK, benzalkonium chloride; IOP, intraocular pressure; N, Patient number; PF, preservative free; PQ1, polyquarternium-1.
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to 6 months, which are short durations considering the chronic
nature of the disease. AEs may be more common after long-term
treatment. Specifically, one study with a duration of 15 days is
most likely too short to identify differences in IOP or AEs.
Overall the included studies had high prevalence of unclear
risk and high risk of bias and varied substantially in study design
and measuring methods making comparisons challenging and
questionable thus influencing the result of the systematic review
and meta-analyses.

In conclusion, we found no evidence of statistically significant
differences in efficacy (IOP) or safety between BAK, PF and AP
prostaglandin analogue and beta-blocker eye-drops based on 16

studies on patients with glaucoma orOHT. The systematic review
and meta-analyses alone cannot recommend a widespread switch
from BAK to PF and/or AP eye-drops, as no clinically relevant
differences could be identified. It is, however, important to
emphasise that this may be due to variating study design, study
quality, outcome definition and grading and thus not necessarily
lack of toxic effect induced by BAK. Existing studies’ lengths are
short whereas the use of BAK in eye-drops is often lifelong.
Clinically relevant side effects from long-term use of BAK may
still occur. Longer clinical studies with standardised safety mea-
surements and grading methods are highly advisable to fully
identify any potential differences between preservation methods.

Figure 2 Meta-analysis of IOP change. Meta-analysis with forest plot comparing the effect of BAK-preserved, alternatively preserved and
preservative-free eye drops on change in IOP from baseline to final visit. The horizontal line shows 95% CI for each study and the size of each square
(point estimate) is proportional to the study weight in the meta-analysis, i.e. its contribution in terms of precision (or inverse variance) to the meta-
analytic estimate. The diamond represents the meta-analytic pooled estimate and its 95%CI. If the vertical line is crossed, the result is not significant.
BAK, benzalkonium chloride; IV, inverse variance; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; df, degrees of freedom.

Figure 3 Meta-analysis on conjunctival hyperaemia. Meta-analysis with forest plot comparing the effect of BAK-preserved, alternatively preserved
and preservative-free eye drops on conjunctival hyperemia. The horizontal line shows 95% CI for each study and the size of each square (point
estimate) is proportional to the study weight in the meta-analysis, i.e. its contribution in terms of precision (or inverse variance) to the meta-analytic
estimate. The diamond represents the meta-analytic pooled estimate and its 95%CI. If the vertical line is crossed, the result is not significant. BAK,
benzalkonium chloride; M-H, Mantel-Haenszel; CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom.
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